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Heavy damage was done to the Focke wulf plant and other factories in the Kassel

area, and to various aircraft parks near Kassel and Hamm in the large scale attack by

B-17 Plying Portresses and B-24 Liberators of the Eighth Airforce Wednesday l9th*

This was shewn by a study of photographs taken during the bombing.

At the Kassel-Bettenhauscn Pocke bulf works a very iiompact concentration of bombs

fell in the target area. Direct hits were scored on all buildings except one

component shop. The three important machine shops -were all heavily damaged.

The adjacent Spinnfaser textile works was also heavily hit throughout the entire

plant area* At the end of the attack, large fires had been started in both the

Focko Wulf plants and the Spinnfaser works.

At the Kasses-Waldu Pocke Wulf plant all of the six small and two large workshops

received severe damage, and of three assembly buildings, two were directly hit. Other

smaller plant installations were severely damaged and fires started.

The Henschel Flugrnotorenbau factory for Daimler-Benz aircraft engines received a

very compact bomh concentration although smoke from fires and bursting bombs makes

impossible a complete assessment. However it can be seen that four of seven large

workshops received direct hits and fires were started in two of them.

Three of the four large hangers of the Paderborn airdrome were directly hit.

Several smaller hangers workshops barracks and other buildings -were under the two

concentrations falling on the target.

At the Lippstadt airdrome two of the six major hangers were hit and one was set

afire, Workshops and barracks were well hit and fires started* Another hanger

containing a twin engine pinno was set afire, and. later an explosion occurred in the

hanger area*

The full weight of the attack fell on the airdrome installations at Perl. Of

eight hangers at least six received severe damage. There were also hits on refuelling

points, on the barracks and other airdrome buildings*

One hanger of leght was directly hit at the Gutersloh airdrome, and incendiaries

fell in the hanger and barracks•areas.

The Koblenz railyards were attacked by b-24 Liberators -which scored hits on the

engine roundhouse, a repair shop and on rolling stock* The B-24*s also scored.

good results on target in the Pas de Calais area of France*


